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The people behind Terroni and Cumbrae's are teaming up for a new uptown
restaurant
BY KATIE BRIDGES
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Sud Forno, a bakery offshoot of Italian chain Terroni
IMAGE: TERRONI

Uptown foodies, rejoice — the masterminds behind Terroni and Cumbrae's are opening a brand new restaurant at Yonge and
Montgomery.
The venture will be a collaboration between Terroni owner, Cosimo Mammoliti, and Stephen Alexander, owner of Queen West butcher
and sandwich shop Cumbrae's.
The result of this joint venture will be a 20,000 square foot store and restaurant, scheduled to open in spring 2019. The restaurant's
name is yet to be confirmed. While not much is known about the menu at this point, we're salivating at the prospect of a partnership
between the Italian stalwarts and the delicious high-quality meats from Cumbrae's.
If that's not enough to whet your appetite, there's more. The restaurant will be located in the former post office and historical building on
the corner of Yonge and Montgomery (north of Eglinton). In 2012, Canada Post sold Postal Station K to Rockport Group, amid protests.
The local Toronto development firm promised to build within the historic building, and luckily for uptown food lovers, the company stayed
true to their word.
Spring 2019 is a long time to wait — so until then, we recommend you check out one of these great chef-approved Toronto restaurants.

Join the conversation and have your say by commenting below. Our comment system uses a Facebook plugin. Please note that you'll
have to turn off some ad-blockers in order to see the comments.

Follow us on Twitter @PostCity for more on what to eat, where to shop and what to do in Toronto.

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE...
First Look: Argentinian restaurant Tanto lets the food do all the talking
Ossington gets an Argentinian restaurant from seasoned restaurant pros, Peer to Peer Hospitality Group (Cava, Chabrol, Atlas).
Posted 2 days ago

First Look: Mad Crush Wine Bar a sign of College Street's renewed popularity
Jamieson Kerr is a seasoned restaurateur and the former owner of Crush Wine Bar (now closed) on King West set his sights on the ex-Bar-Italia
space on College Street for Mad Crush Wine Bar.
Posted 3 days ago

Dundas and Ossington is getting a new wine bar from the duo behind Superpoint
Jonathan Poon and Jesse Fader, the duo behind Bar Fancy, Superpoint and Express Bar, are back with new wine bar, Paris Paris.
Posted 6 days ago

North York bakery opened 130 years ago in London
Daniel Grodzinski, the great-grandson of the original founder, emigrated to Toronto and opened up Grodzinski Bakery.
Posted 1 week ago
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